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DROPPING DOWN POP-UPS

Master’s Degree Project 
Alva Herdevall

KTH 2015 - Sustainable Urban Planning and Design

Purpose and AimThis is a project within the research field of sustainable 
urban development. It addresses the challenge of 
developing an adaptive, collaborative, and socially 
diverse community leading to a self-sufficient post 
petroleum society. The study results in an urban proposal 
for Bergs Oil Terminal in the area of Nacka, Stockholm. 
The site and the main theme of this project has derived 
from the architecture competition Europan 13.

This project aims to critically 
examine urban development 
under the viewpoint of 
developing the city bottom-
up according to socio-
ecological concerns where 
new development has to adapt 
to existing conditions as well 
as have the ability to adapt to 
various future scenarios. 
The purpose is to investigate 
how temporary urban 
interventions in both nature 
and the built environment 

could influence and change 
structures and patterns. 
Temporary Urbanism 
initiatives seeks to transform 
vacant spaces into vibrant 
destinations, but is something 
temporary that leaves a lasting 
impression? If so, how can 
this knowledge be applied on 
Bergs to create resilient and 
sustainable place? 

Redefining Pop-Up Urbanism as a 
Kickstarter for Urban Development

How can temporary 
urbanism be applied as a 

strategy on Bergs under the 
viewpoint of  adaptability?
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STRATEGIC SITE

The strategic site area is broken up by 
topography into islands separated by 
forest covered hills. The existing housing 
areas are mainly suburban areas that the 
politicians in general want to turn more 
urban and city like. 

The project site is an existing area of oil 
storage built in the 1950s and is today run 
by Statoil. The current site leasehold runs 
out 2019 which opens up for other uses. 

The terminal consists of oil terminals and 
storage tanks owned by Statoil and is used 

to supply customers in the area around 
Stockholm, Nyköping, Eskilstuna and 
Uppsala with various petroleum products 
like gasoline, heating oil and jet fuel. 

The location of the oil port is positioned 
nearby the residential areas of Nacka 
Strand and Jarlaberg. Nacka municipality 
owns the land.

Bergs Silos (own picture)

Nacka Strand Housing (own picture)

Bergs (picture by Nacka Municipality)

Bergs (own picture)

Hotel J (own picture)

Jarlaberg (own picture)

Local Site Morphology

Bergs

Bergs is defined by a dramatic topography. 
The topography consists in the current 
situation of a number of plateaus with 
silos. The plateaus are proposed to be 
used for new buildings. Some silos are 

advocated to be retained and re-used for 
pop-up activities since they already hold 
a flexible building structure. The most 
accessible silos in the curves of the road 
are retained in this proposal.

Nacka Strand

Nacka Forum

Sickla

Kvarnholmen
Boo

Djurgården

Södermalm

Gamla Stan

Nyckelviken

Jarlaberg

Strategic Site

BERGS

plateaussite industral 
buildings frameworksilos
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CONNECTIVITY

Well connected but isolated

Building Future Development Areas Road SaltsjöbananRoad 222 Värmdöleden Tvärbanan New SubwayStrategic Site Project Site Boat ConnectionImportant Node

Local Infrastructure

Strategies for Mobility

primary road 
network secondary roads and paths important 

connections

There are currently two roads leading 
to Bergs. Where they meet the main 
entrance of the oil terminal. The existing 
main local road network is kept as it is 
already adapted to the topography. 

A new pedestrian route along the water 
will pass through Bergs and further 
connect to Nyckelvikens natural and 
cultural trail, and local street network.

It is locally very difficult to get into the 
area from the east and west today. In 
order to overcome these barriers different 
approaches are required.

Nature Path

Boat Connection

Funicular

Elevating the Street and 
making it a Public Park

Jarlaberg
Bergs Bergs

Jarlaberg

On a regional level Bergs is located on a 
site with many possibilities of becoming 
very well connected to both the new 
subway, Nacka centre, Nacka Forum 
and to the existing ferry for commuters 
connected to Stockholm city centre 
and Lidingö. The new bridge from 
Kvarnholmen links the area to Nacka 

Strand and opens up new pedestrian and 
cycle routes. Despite the regional linkages 
it is difficult to get into Bergs from the 
west and east where the geographical 
situation is such that the area is bounded 
by steep rocks. The south part also lacks a 
proper link to the nearby residential area 
Jarlaberg. 

Skala 1:2500
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ECOLOGY

Rocky Forest Forest
local green 

structure reconnected

Local Green Structure

connections & barriers

Berg has a unique natural location in one 
of Stockholm’s most important green 
wedges.  Here is the ability to heal and 
enhance biodiversity by re-connecting the 
green belt that has been broken up by the 

huge silos and asphalt plateaus.

Healing the Nacka Green Wedge
Nature is the most basic pop-up structure. 
It pops up here and there and it pops up 
every season. Berg has a unique natural 
location in one of Stockholm’s important 
green wedges Nacka-Värmdö-kilen. Here 

are the ability to heal, strengthen, enhance 
biological diversity by re-connect the 
green belt that has been broken by the oil 
port’s huge silos and asphalt plateaus.

Old ForestWater Half Open Land Open Land Weak Green ConnectionLandscape Park Forest
Skala 1:2500
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POP-UP VS. POP-UP DEVELOPMENT

The way Nacka uses pop-up urbanism 
provides accommodation in developing 
areas for the local services and cultural life 
that is missing in an area where nothing 
yet has established. It is mainly temporary 

events that aim to promote the area and 
make it more attractive for visitors and 
condo buyers. In this way, it contributes 
directly to the gentrification although it 
outwards is said to be for everyone.

From Provider to Kickstarter

PLANNING DESIGN CONSTRUCTION USEPOLITICS

Pop Up Planning

Pop Up Design
Kickstart Phase

Current implementation Phase

Pop-Up Spreading
Pop Up Development is never a static or 
linear process. Some interventions are more 
temporary than others. Following diagrams 
illustrates some examples of how a pop-
up interventions could affect other related 

pop-ups and kickstart the development of 
an area. 

 Pop Up Development Framework Kickstart Principle

Important Connections

Pop Up Silo Kickstarters

Pop Up Connection Nodes

Green Structure

Water
Forest

Public Node

Site Border
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POP-UP DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLE

Built Environment

Commercial Possibility

Ecological Benefits

Social DiversityTemporarity

Example Community Garden Example Pop-Up Festival Example Silo Housing

Goal

zero energy neighbourhood

Bottom-Up Developed

Self Sufficient

Flexible

Biodiverse

Modular/Prefab 
Homes

Temporary Urbanism

Soft Mobility

Local Energy Production

Sharing Economy/
Collaborative Consumption

Community Based Food Systems

Habitat Enhancement

Recycling

Resilient

Genuine Public Space

Socially Diverse

Community Buildng

Local Resources

Stormwater Management

Strategy Pop Up Tool

Farmers Market
Social Events

Sports
Naturrum

Playground

Bee Pollinator Hotel
Community Garden

Wikihouse
Build your own house

Silo Housing

Toolpool/Streetbank
Recycling Station

Food Truck

Eatable House

Garden Restaurant
Café On wheels

City Poultry
Modular Greenhouse

Floating Food Market

Boat Taxi
Green Corridore

Smart Jitney System
Green Footpath
Green Cycle Trail

Walking Trail
Pop Up Bus System

Cycle Super Highway
Car Pool

Bicycle Sharing

Green Roof
Green Facade

Living Machine
Permeable Streets

Water Storage

Ditches, Ponds and Swales

WindMill
Biogas Plant

Algae Farming
Thermal Storage

Solar Panels

Solar Park

Habitat

Pop Up Impact

From Pop Up to Public Space

Patterns of Urban Growth
Various Pop Up Tools has different impacts 
on their environment and each other. Both of 
different form and different degrees of impact. 
In the toolbox (Panel 9) graded the different 
tools for how much they affect the built 
environment (B), how temporary (T) they are 
as pop-ups, how accessible they are for people 
(S), whether they have the opportunity to earn 
a commercial function (C) and to what level 
they serve the natural environment (E). 

Some Popups leave a clear imprint in the 
physical environment. A silo used as a 
kickstarter shown below, leaves a footprint in 
the form of a public place as new buildings are 
developed in relation to the activity.

The pop-up tools placed in the strategic Silo-
areas are in this investigation considered to 
shape the built environment more (directly 
affecting residential development, public 
places, etc.) and has therefore been studied 
more closely in order to discern patterns of 
how this happens over time. These patterns 
have been interpreted and articulated as more 
or less abstract patterns where the arrows 
point towards the direction of growth over 
time.



TOOLBOX

Water Energy Food Reuse
SCALE

Building

Plot

Block

Neighborhood

Urban Scale

Movable seating, allowing for grouping 
of the equipment in accordance with the 
desires of its users,

http://upload.wikimedia.org:wikipedia:commons:thumb:5:54:Green_wall_Paris.
jpg:800px-Green_wall_Paris.jpg

Source: http://caltek.nl:wp-content:uploads:Blok-52-te-Ijburg-1.jpg

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/c6/ea/57/
c6ea57e927a39b61dadd4bed3e6a1937.jpg

http://rebargroup.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/6fad28ab2786904fcc24c20c9
b3014a0-882x694.jpg

http://www.radnorlibrary.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/stormwater-
management.jpg

http://www.cstindustries.com/uploadedImages/Home/Applications/Potable_Water/Light-
Blue-Aquastore-Potable-Water-Storage-Tank.jpg

Source: http://www.livingmachines.com/Home.aspx

http://www.realtor.com/news/wp-content/uploads/
sites/2/2012/11/1024sausalitohouseboat15.jpg

Source: http://www.svt.se:cachable_
image:1391596481:nyheter:regionalt:vastmanlandsnytt:article1789061.
svt:alternates:large:solcell2.jpg

http://upload.wikimedia.org:wikipedia:en:d:de:PV_solar_roof_mount_and_rack.
jpg

Source: http://images.fastcompany.com:upload:feature-85-algae-2.jpg

Source: http://www.itn.rs:content:pics:original_biogas_plant.jpg

http://www.windforce.se/bilder/vindkraft_v3_gallery4.jpg

http://www.ics.ele.tue.nl:~akash:maartje:pictures:thermosiphon.jpg

http://www.svenskabostader.se/Global/Bilder/Nyhetsbilder/honshusliten.jpg

http://www.inhabitat.com/wp-content/uploads/CornellSD123.jpg
 Cornell University’s Silo House

http://www.archined.nl/uploads/media/EETHUIS05_01.jpg

http://pas-wordpress-media.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Keeping-Your-
Food-Truck-Business-Rolling.jpg

http://www.ecocaters.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/San-Diego-open-air-bistro-all-organic-catering-
eco-caters-Herb-En-Routes-urban-farm-pop-up-dinner-Leylla-Badeanlou-my-local-habitat-fresh-
garden-menu-local-10.jpg

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2732988/Step-inside-Singapores-floating-food-market-
Cutting-edge-plan-transform-citys-harbour-chain-Solar-Orchid-restaurants.html

composting.jpg

http://www.foodshare.net/mobilegoodfoodmarket

http://assets.thehighline.org/original_site/sites/files/images/playground.jpg

http://www.biotope-city.net/sites/default/
files/files/resize/uploads/habitat_front1-
500x375.jpg

http://www.biotope-city.net/sites/default/
files/files/uploads/eijkenboom7.jpg

http://img.archiexpo.com/images_ae/photo-mg/contemporary-chair-stainless-steel-modular-
public-areas-66490-1654759.jpg

http://www.upplands-bro.se/
images/18.5eac031e14300e12efe2935/1389942734305/20120626+003.jpg

http://www.orebro.se/images/18.3f60806c13e26616f73800017545/1392755428892/
miljöbod+001(2).jpg

http://assets.thehighline.org/original_site/sites/files/images/playground.jpg

Community

Source: http://hoffice.nu:wp-content:uploads:2015:01:blog_Hoffice_in_media_
thumb.jpg

The office at home but with others. That’s the 
basic idea of Hoffice, a strong growing trend 
among freelance professionals.

http://www.globalsiteplans.
com:files:2013:03:DAFNI_
DIMITRIADI_10_03_2013_2-1024x759.jpg

http://assets.thehighline.org/original_site/sites/files/
images/playground.jpg

Provide greenery, a place to sit outdoors, 
and sometimes a children’s playground or 
part of an art project.

source: http-::www.lindmanphotography.com:wplindman:wp-content:uploads:2011:10:8687-059.jpg

http://www.businesstravelerusa.com/files/News-images/Fairmont/Fairmont-
DC-Bee-Polinator.jpg

A common cultivation 
providing locally produced 
food, higher biodiversity and 
a sense of community.

Counteracting the reduction 
process of pollinating insects.

Gym

Diving Tower

Soccer Field

Basketball Court

Climbing Garden

Skateboard Hall

Ice Skating

source: http://www.lindmanphotography.com:wplindman:wp-content:uploa

An inspiring place to learn about the 
ecology of this particular location.

Example Naturrum Kosterhavet by White Arkitekter

Example Urban Orchard London

Example Pollinator Bee Hotel

Source: http://www.wikihouse.cc/about/

Source: http://www.aftenposten.no/bolig/Huset-deres-kostet-100000-kroner-og-er-
pa-11-kvm-7861757.html

The ability to build your own home and set 
your own level of sustainable living semi- or 
completely off grid. 

Store

Art
Library

Beach

Theater

Cinema

Club

Festival

Concert

Pop Up Social Event Green Corridore Ditch, Pond, Swale Windmills

Garden Restaurant

ToolpoolFood Truck/
Cafe On Wheels

Recycling/
Sharing Shed

Recycling/
Sharing Facility

Community 
Composting

Modular Greenhouse

Floating Foodmarket

Mobile Good Food

City Poultry

Eatable House

Habitat

Biogas Plant

Algae Farming

Solar Park

Thermal Storage

Solar Cells

Water Storage

Mobile Spa

Permeable Streets

Houseboats

Living Machine

Green Facade

Green Roof

Smart Jitney System

Boat

Car Pool

Pop Up Sport

Naturrum

Community Garden

Bee Hotel

Pocket Park

Build your own

Hoffice
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[C0]
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[C3]

[C4]

[C5]
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Transportation

The Smart Jitney proposal is an intermediate 
technology wich increases service and reduces 
energy use by more efficiently utilizing existing 
vehicles. A Jitney is like a unlicenced taxicar, a 
form of mass transit  using existing cars. It can 
be any car, new or old, small or large but with the 
addition of a special cell phone connected to it. 
The cell phone includes GPS capability as well as a 
emergancy call button.

Plan C: Community Survival Strategies for Peak Oil and 
Climate Change, by Pat Murphy

http-//ad009cdnb.archdaily.net/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/1305325646-oppdal-
sentrum-overview-summer-copyright-adept-528x334.jpg

Enhancing areas of habitat in the green wedge 
of Nacka, connecting wildlife populations 
separated by human activities or structures.

Funicular[T9]

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/21/Paris_Montmartre_Cable-
Car.JPG
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Green Footpath/
Cycletrail

[T8]
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Cycle Highway[T2]

Commuters’ needs are given the highest 
priority, connecting Nacka with the inner 
city.

Example Copenhagen Cycle Super Highway
source: http://www.supercykelstier.dk/sites/default/files/styles/article/public/
articles/2012/The%20concept.jpg
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Silo Housing

Furniture

[R5]

[R6]

Bike Sharing[T6]

C

B

T S

E

Ferry for commuters connecting Bergs 
with the inner city.

http://www.kvarnholmen.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/
kommunikation2.jpg

Example Nacka

Example Rebargroup

Example London

Example Montmartre

Example Sausalito

Electrical Cars for sharing.

http://chargedevs.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/car2Go.jpg

Making Bergs an accessible area for 
everyone.

http://36.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_liken1TFaU1qei9j7o1_r1_500.jpg

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-mivvWr4GTk4/UbsWT1D6NZI/AAAAAAAABCw/
Au7RDfksPLU/s1600/P4091430.jpg

https://cdn2.cdnme.se/cdn/8-2/21927/
images/2007/070702_009_1183408005_653216.jpg

Walking Trail/
Viewing platform

[T7]

http://assets.thehighline.org/original_site/sites/files/images/
playground.jpg

C

B

T S

E

Connecting Bergs to Nyckelviken 
Nature Path and Nacka Strand Beach 
walk.

Accessible Bikes for sharing.

Making Bergs an easy accessible place 
for sustainable mobility.

Promoting biodiversity, purifies 
rainwater and can serve as green roof 
parks.

Promoting biodiversity and purifies 
rainwater.

Providing energy by solar cells on roof.

Vegetable shed covered by edible 
greenery in a modular system that for 
crop production. Fresh from the roof, 
wall and floor.

Providing habitat for insects and 
smaller animals contributing to 
biodiversity.

Artificial wetland purifying rainwater 
and where nutrients are circulating in 
a system.

Housing on water not affected by 
sea-level rise.

Absorbs carbon and filter stormwater 
so that it can reach the ground water 
purified.

Reuse of water and recreation facility.

Storing of water in Silos.

Purifies rainwater on top of the 
ground by slowly filter it.

Providing energy by wind power.

Providing take away food and coffee 
wherever it can park.

Providing energy by decomposition of 
organic waste.

Providing energy by cultivation of 
algae.

Providing energy sun power.

Storing and reusing heating system.

Providing eggs and strengthens 
community

Reusing existing silos for housing.

Organic food market on wheels.

Organic food market on water.

Providing flexible space for cultivation.

Outdoor restaurant where locally 
produced food is consumed.

Sharing and Recycling small scale.

Sharing and Recycling large scale.

Recycling Organic Waste.
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Example Green Acre Park & High Line New York

Example Barcelona 

Example Paris 

Example Senja National Tourist Route in Northern Norway

Example Västerås 

Example Sapphire Energy 

Example Augustenborg
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BERGS MASTERPLAN 1:1000
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POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

2020 - Kickstart Phase

2019-2020 - Decontamination Phase

2050 - Intensification Phase2035 - Activation Phase
Pop ups in the form of mainly social activities 
kickstarts the area while the first buildings are 
planned and built. Some pop ups will fill a more 
temporary function while others contribute 
directly to the place making and attract people 
to discover the new neighborhood. Pop-up 
development is constantly initiating new things 
to happen. New buildings must be constantly 
adapted to the ongoing pop-up events.  structures 
begin to form as the framework for future 
development.

The pop up tools attracts other related pop ups 
and generates collaborations between temporary 
and established businesses and activities. Some 
pop ups remain, others move, some grow and 
evolve, and others disappear completely from 
the scene. Houses popping up through modular 
construction offers a more efficient, simpler and 
flexible construction process. Connection to the 
west is established by a funicular.

A new vibrant, flexible and well-connected district 
is created and kept in constant change through the 
system of pop ups. New public spaces have been 
formed, each with its own character linked to the 
previous and new features. Large natural areas 
are recreational and the water front is a place for 
various outdoor activities. Connection to the east 
is established by walking tracks. The area between 
Berg and Jarlaberg is raised up and becomes a 
public park connected by new housing, premises 
and a new road.

Green Structure
Forest

Water

Site border

As a first step towards the development of 
Berg’s towards a neighborhood for the future is 
remediated soil and the silos proposed retained 
prepared for the purposes of pop-up activities.
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ACTIVE PUBLIC SPACE

Pop-Up Development has resulted in a range 
of public spaces, each one characterized by a 
specific kickstart pop up with a strong impact on 
the built and social environment. The different 
characters are reflected, both in functionality 
and architectural expression. The public places 
will continue to stay active through continuous 
ongoing and planned pop-up activities, and serve 
as both meeting places, room for play as well as a 
space for democracy.


